
Unicorn invitation card
Instructions No. 3062

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

Here we provide you with simple, free instructions for a cute, cool unicorn card that you can use as an
invitation card for a children's birthday party or for a school enrolment! It takes very little effort to make
and is sure to put a smile on children's faces.

This is how you design the card:
Firstly, print and cut out the templates.

Transfer 2 x template A (ear) and 1 x template C (horn) to the photo cardboard and cut everything out.

Transfer template B (inner ear) twice and template D (mouth) once onto the "Crispy Rainbow Iridescent Paper Mix" and cut
out.

Glue the individual parts together with handicraft glue: glue the coloured inner ear parts onto the ears made of photo
cardboard and glue alternating coloured strips of iridescent paper onto the horn (template D) and then cut out the horn again.

Stamp a lettering such as invitation on a piece of photo cardboard and cut it out. Cut out a slightly larger strip from the paper
mix and stick the lettering onto it. Stick this to the top edge of the card. Then fix the ears, horn and mouth to the card using
handicraft glue. Draw on the eyes, nostrils and mouth with a black marker.

Use the VBS "Flower" craft punch to punch out several flowers and stick two on top of each other. Glue a half pearl in the
centre and then glue the flowers onto the card.

Tip: The flowers also make great table decorations.

Are you looking for a matching unicorn-themed school gift bag? You'll find it here!

Must Have

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/unicorn-school-gift-bag-t5032/
https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

537476-01 Double cards with envelopes "DIN long", 50 piecesWhite 1

23811 Paper mix iridescent "Crispy Rainbow" 1

542869 VBS Craft punch "Flower" 1

54063606 Wooden stamp "Einladung" 1

706674-00 Photo cardboardWhite 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1

578295 VBS Half beads "Ø 6 mm", 500 g 1

23636 STAEDTLER Intense Black, set of 4 1

14755 Ink Pads "Make 1"Lovable Lavender 1

21904 VBS Scissors "Soft-Grip", set of 2 1

Double cards with envelopes "DIN long", 50 pieces, White

7,49 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/double-cards-with-envelopes-din-long-50-pieces-a49640/
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